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Arguing for the need for a scientific research study (i.e. writing an introduction to a
research paper) poses significant challenges for students. When faced with these

challenges, students often generate overly ‘safe’ studies, or replications, or in contrast

include no strong support for their hypothesis. Additionally, instruction on argumentation
has been slow to integrate into scientific education and discourse. This raises the

question—how can we support novice scientists in generating and defending high quality
hypotheses? A long history of research supports the affordances provided by spatial
representations of complex information, particularly in the sciences. More recently,
argument diagramming— the process of spatially representing an argument by its
component parts and their relationships— has gained traction in instruction for

philosophy, social studies, and law. However, its effectiveness for supporting students in
science is relatively untested. Additionally, many of these studies have focused on basic

contrasts between diagramming and no diagramming. The purpose of these studies was to
test the effectiveness of argument diagrams for supporting students’ research writing in

psychology, and to learn how different diagram ontologies affect the benefits afforded by

the activity. In the first study, three groups of undergraduate students (n=120) in research
iv

methods lab courses were given either no diagramming support, support with a domain-

general ontology, or support with a domain-specific ontology to help them write a research
paper introduction. Students given any diagramming support included more relevant

citations and included more opposing citations in their papers. Students using the domaingeneral ontology included more supporting citations than those in the control and those

using the domain-specific wrote more about the scientific validity of cited studies than the
control, but these latter two effects only approached statistical significance. In the second
study, two groups of undergraduate students in research methods lab courses (total
n=182) were randomly assigned to psychology-specific diagramming support or no

support. Those given diagramming support were more likely to argue for an appropriately

‘risky’ hypothesis and wrote more about the relevance and validity of cited studies. Some of
these gains show evidence of transfer to a second paper written later in the course.

v
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This work explores argument diagramming as a tool to support students in psychology

writing across a series of two studies. Argument diagramming is the process of visually

representing an argument by breaking it down into its component parts (e.g. hypothesis,

study findings, counterarguments). Diagramming has been shown to support students in

understanding and generating arguments in Philosophy and Social Studies (Griffin, Malone,
& Kameenui, 1995; Harrell, 2011, 2012; 2013;), but its effectiveness in Science education is
under-researched.

The study reported in Chapter 2 tests an argument diagramming intervention on

three cohorts of students in undergraduate research methods courses. Hypothesis risk is
measured by the inclusion of opposing evidence in student papers. Relevance was coded
for by experts who rated the actual relevance of cited studies to a student’s hypothesis.

Validity was coded for by experts who rated the validity of cited studies. An additional goal
of this work was to compare the affordances of a domain-general diagramming ontology

versus a psychology-specific ontology. One cohort was given diagramming support with a
domain-general ontology, one was supported by a psychology-specific ontology, and one

was unsupported (control).

Reflections on this first study raised questions about the complicated nature of the

ontologies and our conceptualizations of risk, relevance, and validity. The design of the

study described in Chapter 2 also leaves multiple opportunities for improvement. These
reflections led to a similar but evolved study, described in Chapter 3. In this study, our

definition of risk was expanded to include not only opposition, but also uncertainty—an
1

expansion supported by an analysis of risk writing in published psychology papers. Study

one indicated that diagramming can help students bring in more relevant studies, but from
an educational perspective it is more important that students are extracting the right bits
of information from studies in order to make these judgments. In other words, our focus

shifted from the outcome of writing in study one to the process for study two. Additionally,

we developed a far simpler ontology for the study in Chapter 2. This decision was

supported primarily by student feedback from the prior study. Study 2 used a randomized,
controlled experimental design within one cohort of students to more rigorously test the
effect of argument diagramming on students’ writing.

The inclusion of both studies in this investigation supports a significantly stronger

argument for the value of argument diagramming in the domain of science writing. The

exploration of different ontologies in study one informed the single ontology chosen for

study two, and this variety in ontology indicates more robust support for the core practice
of diagramming. Additionally, the experimental design limitations of study one are

complemented by the tighter controls and design of study two. Lastly, the expansion of our
conception of risk, relevance, and validity between studies provides a more holistic
understanding of the impacts of these interventions.

Chapter 4 bridges these two studies and discusses the conclusions that may be

drawn from the evidence presented in Chapters 2 and 3. It will address connections of this

work to theories of representation and other empirical work on argument diagramming. It
will also address the practical implications for this work for psychology instruction and

science instruction more generally. Finally, Chapter 4 will address new questions that this
research raises and likely directions for the continuation of this line of work.
2

2.0

DO ONTOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ARGUMENT

DIAGRAMMING TOOLS IMPACT WRITING GAINS IN SCIENCE?
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Argumentation and argumentative writing are difficult skills for students to learn

(Andrews, 1995; Andrews & Mitchell, 2001; Hahn & Oaksford, 2012, Kuhn, 2013), yet these
are important skills in a wide variety of fields. Learning to argue means not only acquiring

cognitive skills, but internalizing the social, epistemological, and metacognitive dimensions
also involved in the production and evaluation of argument (Kuhn, Zillmer, Crowell, &
Zavala, 2013).

Unfortunately, argumentative writing suffers from a dearth of practice

opportunities in formal education—In high school, students may have only one or two

opportunities per semester to write evidence-based essays (Kiuhara, Graham, & Hawken,
2009). This may be at least partially explained by the intensive demands of conventional

writing instruction on teachers, which may involve multiple cycles of drafting and detailed
feedback. Further, in lower and mid-ranked American colleges, students’ writing skill

shows little to no improvement over four years—a problem apparent to employers as well

as researchers (Arum & Roksa, 2011). Existing instruction for argumentative writing tends
to have misplaced emphasis on the presentation of arguments instead of their generation

(Andrews, 1995; Andrews & Mitchell, 2001; Oostdam, de Glopper, & Eiting, 1994; Oostdam
& Emelot, 1991).

Teaching and learning argumentation in science can pose unique difficulties to both

instructors and students (Osborne, Simon, Christodoulou, Howell-Richardson, &

Richardson, 2013). The breadth and depth of conceptual, procedural, and epistemic
3

knowledge that many scientific arguments require can make their development and

analysis both time-consuming and challenging. Scientific theories and scientific evidence
are frequently complex on their own, and their integration into a coherent argument is

especially complex. For example, a given research paper can have a range of findings—

some findings may contradict a theory, and other findings may be just irrelevant. Scientific
theories are frequently multi-faceted, with each facet requiring its own support. The

integration of argumentation into scientific instruction does not appear to come naturally,

likely requiring a significant investment into teachers’ professional development to achieve
(Osborne et. al, 2013).

One kind of scientific argument structure that is especially challenging to both

develop and defend is the main argument for the research question(s) found in an

introduction to a research paper. In contrast to typical dialogic argumentation where
multiple sides of an argument must be explored but the goal is for one side to be

definitively stronger, research seeks to clarify open questions, issues for which prior

knowledge is not definitive. Thus, the writer must strike a balance slightly in favor of the

arguments for, but maintain a certain (and even desirable) ambiguity. Novice writers may

not know that science uses methods to resolve open questions, and that a literature review
serves as an argument for a hypothesis rather than just a historical summary. In addition,
novices may fail to include strong support for their hypothesis (Schwarz, Neuman, Gil, &

Ilya, 2003) or include obvious or unsupported arguments. Intermediate writers may fail to
include any reason to doubt their tested hypothesis (i.e., fail to note possible counterevidence) (Nussbaum & Schraw, 2007).

4

Because of these issues in science writing, instructional tools can help students

improve their argumentative writing while minimizing instructional burdens. One tool, the
Science Writing Heuristic, for example, seeks to provide students with more opportunities

to practice informal writing in science by developing a framework for students to reflect on
and discuss course concepts (Keys, Hand, Prain, & Collins, 1999). These informal writing
experiences appear to help students create richer representations of scientific concepts

and enable them to respond more deeply to related test questions (Hand, Prain, & Wallace,
2002; Hand, Wallace, & Yang, 2004; Keys, Hand, Prain, & Collins, 1999). Although a useful

instructional tool, the Science Writing Heuristic emphasizes writing to learn science rather
than learning to write effective scientific arguments. Thus, the demand for a method to
improve students’ formal writing in science still remains.

In developing a solution to this problem, one question to ask is: what medium of

representation is ideal for the problem domain? At the highest level of design, this means

choosing between a text or spatial representation for the instructional tool. A prior relevant
debate about effective representations covers this exact issue, determining the relative
benefits of text versus spatial representations of instructional content. Early research
examined differences in memory between the two, indicating first that differences in

storage and/or retrieval leads to better recognition for pictures rather than sentences or
words (Shepard, 1967). This finding was later refined to show that recognition accuracy

was better for pictures, but that recognition speed was better for words (Standing, 1973),
perhaps due to the difference in content complexity. Building on this work, Mandler and

Ritchey (1977) tested individuals’ memory for pictures after altering either their meaning
or their non-meaningful details, finding that people tended to have better memory for the
5

meaning of pictures rather than their details. Paivio (1986) elaborated on this and other
findings with the proposal of his dual-coding theory; positing that information is

represented in memory through both verbal and visual modes rather than abstract

propositional representations. Thus, if we attend to visual information at storage and

retrieval we may have better memory for meaning but sacrifice detail, whereas attending
to verbal information provides the opposite tradeoff.

Larkin and Simon (1987) presented seminal work on differences in reasoning

afforded by text versus spatial representations. First, diagrammatic representations can

directly represent complex topological relationships among problem components, while
sentential representations directly represent temporal relationships or hierarchical
relationships (e.g., in an outline). Second, diagrams can be superior to sentential

representations in problem solving by improving computational efficiency for some tasks.
For example, diagrams can reduce the effort spent on searching for problem elements by

grouping information by similar use. In the context of science, diagramming has long been
understood to play an important role, from the role they played in Galileo’s and Huygen’s
discoveries (Cheng, 1992; Cheng & Simon, 1992) to the central role they play in modern
science (Novick, 2000; Trafton, Trickett, & Farilee, 2005).

There is also evidence indicating that diagramming can facilitate student learning in

science and other domains. Students who diagrammed new material in social studies

performed better on a follow-up retention task than those who did not (Griffin, Malone, &

Kameenui, 1995), although this appears to be an effect of the diagram itself rather than the
student’s creation of it (Stull & Mayer, 2007). The process of diagramming is cognitively

demanding and may temper benefits if not applied mindfully (Chang, Sung, & Chen, 2002),
6

but this may only be an issue for younger students as college students in psychology show

robust, long-term benefits of diagram creation (McCagg & Dansereau, 1991). In spite of the
volume of research establishing these and other affordances of diagrams as a class of
representation, much less research has focused on cognitive aspects of argument

diagramming. In particular, how does the environment used to construct diagrams and the
specific content contained within diagrams influence the benefits gained from their
employment for argumentation? The focus of the present work is to explore these
questions in the context of science writing.

A growing body of research supports the effectiveness of argument diagramming in

the classroom, the specific form of diagramming under investigation here. Argument
diagramming is the process of visually representing an argument by its component

elements. In philosophy education, multiple studies indicate the power of argument

diagramming for improving students’ argument analysis skills (Harrell, 2008, 2011, 2012)
as well as their ability to generate arguments that are more elaborate and cohesive

(Harrell, 2013). Nussbaum and Schraw (2007) found that the practice of diagramming

arguments enabled students to refute more counterarguments in their opinion writing,

although there were tradeoffs in essay quality between argument diagramming and more
traditional criteria instruction—possibly indicating a cost for this improvement.

There is also some indirect evidence supporting the use of diagramming for

argumentative writing in science education. Recent modeling work has established a direct
link between the quality of college students’ diagrams and the resulting science writing,

indicating that the coherence and complexity of a student’s diagram can be used to predict

the grade earned by the resulting essay (Lynch, Ashley, & Chi, 2014; Lynch, 2014). But it is
7

not known whether the diagrams improve writing, or whether conceptual challenges
revealed in students’ diagrams are also found in students’ writing.

A further open question relates to the choice of ontology. An ontology specifies the

fundamental types of things or concepts that exist for purposes of constructing a particular
kind of argument, and sets out the relations among them. The ontology used to represent

an argument may differ significantly by discipline or assignment purposes. For example, a
diagram of a research study could use hypotheses, findings, studies, and other sciencespecific node types, but one could also utilize a more generic ontology like Toulmin’s

(1958) which involves claims, warrants, and rebuttals. More general ontologies might be
more useful for a wider range of writing and lend themselves more easily to knowledge
transfer.

More specific ontologies, however, might better support student reasoning about

the concepts found within a discipline or writing genre. For example, in psychology the

concepts of a cited study’s relevance and validity are particularly important. To properly
judge a piece of evidence in relation to a hypothesis, one needs to know the similarity of

their goals and methods (i.e., the study’s relevance), and also the rigor of the cited study’s

methods (i.e., its validity). Including these domain-specific elements in a diagram ontology

may be helpful for writing in psychology, but perhaps add complexity to how much must be
learned at once. We are also curious how diagramming support may generalize to

situations of more or less complexity. It is possible that diagramming is only helpful when
students are being heavily challenged.

In sum, diagrams in general can have both memory and reasoning benefits, and

argument diagrams in particular may help students think about the complex, multi-faceted
8

relationships among hypotheses and prior findings needed to produce a strong argument
for a hypothesis in a scientific paper introduction. The present study utilizes the online
diagramming software LASAD (Loll & Pinkwart, 2013) to contribute to this growing
research area first by determining the effect of a diagramming activity versus no

diagramming on university students’ writing quality of research paper introductions, and

secondly to determine how the domain-specificity of ontological components in diagrams
impact this effect.

In students’ research paper introductions, we will examine the inclusion of opposing

evidence (a common problem in college level writing (Knudson, 1992; Leitão, 2003;

Stapleton, 2001; Perkins, Farady, & Bushey, 1991)) and the relevance and validity of
citations (a specific challenge in research writing) as measures of writing quality.

We hypothesize that students who do any diagramming activity before writing will

be more likely to include supporting and opposing evidence in their introductions.

Additionally, we expect that students who construct diagrams, which explicitly prompt

them to include information about the relevance and validity of citations, will include more
of this information in their introductions.

We will test these hypotheses by analyzing introductions produced by students

enrolled in research methods classes across three different semesters. The first group had
an unaltered experience in the course to serve as a baseline for comparisons. The second

group was given diagramming support for their papers in the form of a generic argument
ontology. The third group was also given diagramming support, but in the form of a

psychology-specific argument ontology. To address concerns about comparability across

cohorts, the students across semesters are matched on general academic performance, and
9

a similar pool of instructors enacted an otherwise shared and fixed curriculum. It was not
logistically feasible to implement different interventions within a lab section in a given

semester. Further, implementing the intervention across lab sections within a semester

would have raised the risk of confounding teaching fellow (TF) quality and intervention
effect given the smaller pool of TFs. Finally, the design of the third group’s intervention
arose from analyses of the strengths and weaknesses of the initial diagramming
intervention, as is commonly done in design-based research.
Figure 1: Research design overview

Group 1
No support

Group 2
Domain-general
ontology

Group 3
Psychology-specific
ontology

Research reports

Coding of
introductions

2.2 METHODS
2.2.1 Instructional Context
The current study was conducted within a psychology department at a large, relatively
selective public university in the United States. All undergraduate students at this

university complete a composition course in their first year, which provides some training
in argumentative writing. But due in part to the size of the university, many of the other
10

early general education courses have large-enrollments and require relatively little writing.
The entry-level courses for psychology majors are typically large lectures (150 to 300

students) with little-to-no writing and a focus on textbook readings, and thus there is little
early exposure to disciplinary argumentation in written form. Students’ first major

introduction to disciplinary argumentation is in a psychology research methods course, the
successful completion of which is required to officially declare a psychology major and

enroll in advanced psychology courses. This course was the focus of our interventions and
research.

The diagramming intervention was implemented in the laboratory (lab) sections of

the Introduction to Psychology Research Methods course. The lecture was a large class that
met once a week and was focused on theoretical research issues (e.g., validity, reliability,

different research designs). The lab activities were worth 40% of the overall grade in the
course and were designed to complement the lecture providing students with hands-on

experience in conducting and writing about research. The lab sessions occurred in small
sections of approximately 25 students that met twice a week with a standardized
curriculum of weekly topics, in-class activities, and homework assignments.

There are typically 10 lab sections each semester, each run by a teaching fellow

(TF), who most commonly was a graduate student in a psychology Ph.D. program. TFs met
as a group on a weekly basis with a TF coordinator, who encouraged uniform

implementation of the curriculum and grading across sections. Lab activities and

homework centered on designing research projects, conducting literature searches,

collecting and analyzing data, writing up the results of studies, and revising the written
report.

11

Thus, students in this context are simultaneously learning about the nature of

research in general, forms of research in psychology, written argumentation in research
reports, psychology conventions for research writing, details of particular experimental

paradigms, and statistical analyses. Such multi-leveled learning is typical in the behavioral
sciences, and presents significant learning challenges for students.

Lab sections customized the hypotheses and designs of two studies, collected data,

and then individual students wrote lab reports. A number of homework assignments were
dedicated to helping students prepare the first lab report. Students wrote a first draft,

received both rating and text-based feedback based on the rubric for the paper, and then
revised their paper into a final draft.

The particular focus of the present research is the first draft written for their first

study, the integrative moment at which students may experience the greatest struggles. To
support students at this difficult moment, we created short activities involving argument
diagramming and peer review of argument diagrams.

The paper assignment was a complete APA-style research report that students

prepared based on a study that was designed as a class and conducted in small groups.
Papers were approximately 10-12 double-spaced pages total with the introduction

typically 1 to 2 pages long. As described in the grading rubric given to the students, the
introduction of the lab report was to:

(a) Describe your research problem or question and say why it is important
(b) Contextualize your study and distinguish it from prior research
(c) Preview your study design
(d) Describe your hypotheses

12

(e) Provide a convincing justification for each hypothesis

All students read one common instructor-selected journal article on the topic, but then

students had to find their own articles to include in their research report as supporting a

hypothesis. Students in this class were encouraged to investigate simple hypotheses of the

following form: Independent variables (IVs) X and Y cause changes in a dependent variable
(DV) Z (possibly among population W). For instance, the hypothesis may concern the

effects of gender and time of day on gratitude among coffee drinkers or the role of seat

location and class size on student participation in class. In the first two cohorts, students

were instructed to include two hypotheses in their paper (X and Y), but in the third cohort,
students were given the option of including one or two hypotheses to study. All students

were instructed to include both opposing and supporting studies as part of the justification
for their hypotheses.

2.2.2 Participants

Control Group. Thirty essays were randomly selected from eight different lab sections
from one fall semester of research methods classes that did not receive diagramming
support. These essays were then coded and analyzed.

Domain-General Group. All students across nine different lab sections of the same

course, also during the fall semester, but in the following year, were given diagramming

support using a generic argument ontology. From this group, a stratified random sample of
30 essays was coded and analyzed.

Psychology-Specific Group. All students across nine different lab sections of the

same research methods course taught during the fall semester of a subsequent year were
given diagramming support using a psychology-specific argument ontology. Out of nine
13

original lab sections, data from six sections (n=134) were retained. One TF did not attend

training sessions and another TF, teaching two sections, fundamentally altered the writing

assignment. From this set, a stratified random sample of 60 essays was coded and analyzed.

2.2.3 Argument Diagrams

Domain-General Ontology. Our study in both iterations utilized LASAD, an online
diagramming tool that allows users to create visual representations of arguments,

including both the elements of an argument and their relationships. In LASAD, arguments
are represented using a structured argument ontology of specific object and relationship
types. Ontologies can be customized for each learning context. We customized the

ontologies to represent the core elements of scientific argumentation that students were
expected to include in the introductions to their laboratory reports. Specifically, our

ontologies supported students in mapping out an argument for their hypotheses based on
a review of studies and theories.

The first ontology used a more domain-general structure, with objects that were

specific to science but relationships more generically cast in terms of supporting and

opposing claims. Figure 2 presents an example student diagram. Note that LASAD, unlike

many simpler diagramming tools, allows for detailed descriptions of relationships among

nodes (i.e., links with multiple text fields), and thus may be particularly useful for reasoning
about support and opposition relationships.

The node types of the first ontology are illustrated in Figure 2. Hypothesis nodes

state the student’s prediction of a data pattern in the form of a conditional (if/then)

statement e.g., “If it is a busy time of day and the area in question has low traffic, then

drivers will not obey the law and will not stop at the stop sign.” Current Study nodes
14

provide a general description of the study. Supports and Opposes nodes indicate the

relationship of a study to a hypothesis node or a Claim node and explain why either

relationship is indicated. Claim nodes provide reasoning for the hypothesis (analogous to
Toulmin’s Warrant) and are supported by Citation nodes (analogous to Toulmin’s

Grounds/Evidence). Comparison nodes compare two Citation nodes or a Citation and the
Current Study node on the basis of study design and findings. The Comparison node is
separated into ‘analogies’ and ‘distinctions’ (similarities and differences).
Figure 2: Example diagram from the domain-general ontology

Psychology-Specific Ontology. For the second diagramming iteration, we sought to

develop and test a LASAD ontology that was more domain-specific, especially including
features particularly relevant and important for argumentation in psychology. Finding
nodes replaced Claim nodes to represent the empirical findings supported by one or

multiple studies because some students were confused about what exactly should go in a
claim node, since the term ‘claim’ is borrowed from a language more common to
15

argumentation in philosophy rather than psychology or science more generally. Note that

multiple studies could relate to one research finding (e.g., two studies both support the
finding that people are more likely to help when there are fewer bystanders), and one

study could produce multiple findings (e.g., a single study finds that within larger groups
people are both less likely to help and slower to help).

As before, students identified studies that supported or opposed more general

findings (which in turn supported or opposed their hypothesis). Specific content was also
added to these Supports and Opposes nodes in which students were now explicitly

prompted to write about the relevance and validity of a citation used to support a finding

or a finding used to support a hypothesis. In addition, for each study and finding, students

rated how relevant it was to their hypothesis (close, medium, far, unsure), how valid it was
(strong, medium, weak, unsure), and provided justification for both ratings. For the link

between a study and a finding, relevance was defined as how strongly the study supported
the finding (e.g. how large was the effect) and validity was determined by the

methodological soundness of the study. For the link between a finding and a hypothesis,

relevance was the amount of conceptual overlap between the finding and hypothesis (e.g.,
did they use similar independent and dependent variables) and validity was the overall
validity of all the studies related to the finding. 1

By following one thread of a student’s argument diagram from Current Study to

Citation, the nature of the ontology differences can be better understood. In the domaingeneral ontology (Figure 2), the student’s Current Study is the effect of group size on

1 In addition to the ontology changes for the second iteration, basic artificial intelligence features were added into the LASAD environment.
These provided instant feedback during the diagram construction process using logical rules to analyze students’ developing argument diagrams
and to provide suggestions to make their diagrams more complete.
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responses to sneezing (e.g. “Bless you”), and they Hypothesize that with a larger group less

people will respond. This Hypothesis is Supported by the Claim that larger group size

inhibits prosocial behavior through reduced personal connection; which is Supported by a
Citation of Levine & Crowther (2008) who found that larger group size inhibited helping

behavior when bystanders were strangers to a victim.

In the psychology-specific ontology this would look slightly different. The Claim node

of larger group size inhibiting prosocial behavior would be labeled a Finding node instead,
since students are citing empirical psychological studies. The Supporting node connecting
the Citation of Levine & Crowther (2008) to the Finding would have a rating of relevance

(close) and a subsequent justification (helping behavior and responses to sneezing are both
forms of prosocial behavior), as well as a rating of validity (strong) and a subsequent

justification (controlled experiment). Figure 3 presents a different student’s argument in
the psychology-specific ontology.

17

Figure 3: Example diagram from the Psychology-specific ontology

2.2.4 Procedures
For the latter two course iterations, as part of the argument diagramming intervention, we
made minor changes to existing assignments in the research methods course and added
two new assignments. These modifications were the same for the two diagramming
cohorts. These changes to the class assignments are summarized in Table 1. The

modifications to existing assignments included (1) adding an in-class lecture and activity to
assignment 1 that introduced the components of the LASAD argument diagramming

ontology, and (2) adding to assignment 4 the task of creating an argument diagram that

justified their hypotheses using the sources collected for assignments 3 and 4. Additional
assignments included conducting blind peer reviews of three other student’s argument
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diagrams using the SWoRD online peer-review system (Cho & Schunn, 2007) and a revision
of their initial argument diagram based on peer feedback. The revised argument diagram

was submitted to their TF for grading. Students then used feedback from their TFs on the
argument diagram to generate a rough draft of their introductions for their lab reports.

For training, students first made an argument diagram in pairs based on a short text

describing a hypothetical student’s study, hypotheses and supporting and opposing studies
(see Appendix). When most pairs had completed at least half of the diagram, the teacher

handed out a completed diagram to serve as a model for their own study diagram, and the
class discussed whether each hypothesis shown in the diagram was appropriately risky.

The students then separated from their partner and began diagramming their own study.
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Table 1: Laboratory Section Homework Assignments for baseline and diagramming cohorts

Assignment
1
2
3
4

Baseline
Worksheet on Hypotheses, independent &
dependent variables, & operational
definitions

Reading research articles and APA style
Statistics Exercise

Reading and understanding research
articles

5

No assignment

6

No assignment

7

Changes to Baseline for

Diagramming Conditions
Added: Argument diagram
practice activity
No change
No change
Added: Create an argument
map for hypotheses using
sources

New: Peer review of argument
map

New: Revision of argument map
No change

Paper draft

Peer reviews. For both iterations, to further deepen their understanding of the

argument diagrams and repair the diagrams before use in writing, students submitted their
completed argument diagrams to an online peer review system called SWoRD (Cho &

Schunn, 2007). The system assigned four student reviewers to each diagram; the reviewers
provided written comments and ratings for six dimensions of writing quality. Reviews

were completed out of class. Each student received both a diagram grade and a reviewing

grade. The diagram grade was based on the ratings of the four reviewers (proportionally
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weighting ratings by how generally consistent each reviewer’s ratings were with the mean
ratings of the other reviewers of the same diagrams). The reviewing grade was based on

how similar a reviewer’s ratings were to the other three reviewers, along with how helpful
the diagram author found their written comments. Both the reviewers and authors
remained anonymous.

Student survey. Near the end of the semester, in return for participation points,

students completed an online survey about their experiences creating the diagram, using
the peer review system, and writing their paper.
2.2.5 Measures.

Coding Scheme. To assess the quality of students’ writing, we developed a set of coding

schemes for the variables of interest. Relevance was coded on a per-citation basis, where
each citation in a student’s paper was rated on a 1-5 scale. A rating of one was defined as
“not at all relevant”, a rating of three as “somewhat relevant”, and a rating of 5 as “very

relevant”, and coders could use ratings of two and four to denote intermediate degrees of

relevance. If a student did not include enough information to determine the relevance of a
citation, it was not included in analyses. For each citation, the two coders’ ratings were

averaged (α=.62), and these values were then averaged across all citations in a student’s
paper to produce three values of mean, minimum, and maximum citation relevance per

student paper. Thirty essays each were coded for relevance from the control and domaingeneral cohorts, and 40 from the psychology-specific cohort.

Thirty essays each from the control and domain-general cohorts and 60 essays from

the domain-specific cohort were coded for a second set of dimensions. This set of

dimensions included: Clear hypotheses (k=.80), supporting citations (k=.68), opposing
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citations (k=.70), and writing about validity (k=.52), coded as present (1) or absent (0) for

each dimension by two coders. For instance, if a student had at least one opposing citation,

that dimension would be marked as present (1); if they had at least one instance of writing
about citation validity that dimension would be marked as present.

Students in the domain-specific cohort were more likely to have two hypotheses

than those in the domain-general or control cohorts. Despite this, there was no significant

difference between the average number of study citations between the control and domainspecific cohorts (t=2.67, p=.08) or the domain-general and domain-specific groups (see

Table 2; t = 1.39, p = .14). Number of hypotheses was not related to minimum (F = 0.76, p =

.39), maximum (F = 1.14, p = .29), or average relevance of citations (F = 2.09, p = .16). Table
2 shows descriptive statistics for these dimensions. Number of hypotheses was also not

related to inclusion of support, χ2(1, n=60)= 0.48, p = .49, writing about support validity,

χ2(1, n = 60)= 0.09, p = .77, inclusion of opposition, χ2(1, n = 60)= 1.270, p = .260, or writing
about opposition validity, χ2(1, n = 60)= 0.58, p = .44.

Student Survey. At the conclusion of the study activities for the psychology-specific

cohort, a survey was administered to students asking them about their experience with

diagramming and writing their research report. This survey was primarily intended to be a
diagnostic tool in interpreting our findings and a resource for future iterations of the
diagram ontologies.
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2.3 RESULTS
2.3.1 Relevance of Citations
The relevance of study citations generally increased over the three intervention iterations

(see Table 2). Relevance was examined in three different ways to ascertain a clearer idea of
how any changes manifested in students’ writing. The average minimum relevance of

citations in a given essay was significantly higher in the domain-general group than in the
control group, t(57) = 4.10, p < .001, d = 1.09, and higher in the psychology-specific group
than in the control group, t(65) = 3.21, p = .002, d = .80, but not different between the
domain-general and domain-specific groups, t(66) = .82, p = .41, d = .20. The average

maximum relevance of citations in a given essay was significantly higher for the domain-

general group than the control group t(57) = .27, p < .01, d = .73, and higher in the domainspecific group than the control group, t(65) = 4.65, p < .001, d = 1.15, but not different

between the domain-general and domain-specific groups. The average relevance of study
citations was higher in the domain-general, t(57) = 3.86, p < .001, d = 1.24, and domain-

specific groups, t(65) = 5.04, p < .001, d = 1.25, than the control group, but was not different
between the two diagramming ontologies, t(66) = .37, p = .70, d = .09. In sum, both types of
diagrams improved citation relevance and they did so to an equivalent extent.
2.3.2 Inclusion of Supporting and Opposing Evidence

The inclusion of supporting evidence was not significantly different across iterations,

although there was a trend-level difference between the domain-specific and domain-

general groups, χ2(1, n = 90)= 3.31, p = .092, d = .39. In general, most students included
evidence in support of their hypotheses.
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Turning to opposing evidence, the rates were much lower across the board.

Students using either diagramming ontology χ2(1, n = 60)= 5.41, p = .02, d = .63, χ2(1, n =

90)= 11.02, p = .001, d = .74, were significantly more likely to include opposing evidence in
their essays than those in the control group, although there was no difference in the

inclusion of opposing evidence between the two diagramming ontologies χ2(1, n = 90)< 1, p

= .52, d = 0.13. See Figure 4 for a visual comparison of these results. 2.

Figure 4: Proportion of student papers including supporting and opposing evidence with SE bars

Proportion of Student Papers

+
1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

*

Control

Domain-general
Psychologyspecific
Support
Opposition
Writing Characteristics

2.3.3 Validity of Provided Evidence
There were no differences between groups in writing about the validity of supporting

citations except a trend-level difference between the control and domain-specific groups,

χ2(1, n = 90)= 2.81, p = .094, d = .36. There were no differences in writing about the validity
of opposing citations. See Figure 5 for a visual comparison of these results.

Significance at the p < .05 level is denoted by *, p < .01 by **, p < .001 by ***, and trendlevel effects (p < .10) are denoted with + in all figures.

2
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Table 2: Number of hypotheses, citations, and relevance of citations in student papers

Min.

Avg.

Year

2 Hyp.

# Cites

Relevance

Max Relevance

Relevance

Control

100%

4.87

2.38

4.29

3.35

General

100%

4.53

3.4

4.77

4.08

-Specific

51%

4.18

3.18

4.91

4.14

DomainPsychology

Figure 5: Proportion of valid support and opposition in student papers with SE bars
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2.4 DISCUSSION
The results indicate that some benefits of argument diagramming are robust to changes in
the underlying argument diagram ontology. For example, doing either form of tested

argument diagramming helped students to use more relevant citations in their papers.

These effects were seen in terms of reducing the frequency of low relevance citations (i.e.,
changes in minimum relevance), increasing the frequency of high relevance citations (i.e.,
changes in maximum relevance), and general increases in citation relevance (i.e., changes

in average relevance). Additionally, doing either form of argument diagramming appeared
to also help students include opposing evidence for their hypotheses.

There results also indicate some, albeit very weak, evidence that there may be

differences between the benefits afforded by these ontologies. However, given that these

effects only approached statistical significance further testing would be needed to support
any distinctions.

2.4.1 Theoretical Implications
Generally, these data point to the two-part value contained in well-designed argument

diagramming activities: 1) the spatial structure of argument diagrams makes some kinds of
argument aspects particularly salient, and 2) the detailed textual structure of argument

diagram components make other aspects of an argument salient. Thus, argument diagrams
are importantly a hybrid spatial-symbolic tool for supporting thinking and reasoning.

Previous studies on argument diagramming lack theoretical explanations for its effects and
are generally focused on classroom applications and implications rather than theoretical
understanding. Our explanations may form a starting point for future research to build a
deeper theoretical understanding of these representations, which should include
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investigation of the cognitive mechanisms involved in creating and using argument
diagrams.

2.4.2 Practical Implications
At a more practical level, the results of this study indicate that diagramming is a useful

practice to employ in college-level psychology courses to improve students’ writing, and
should be integrated into curricula. Our findings support previous research in this area
showing that diagramming can be beneficial for students in many educational domains
(Griffin et al., 1995; Harrell, 2013; Nussbaum et al., 2007), including science writing.
Previous work has looked at the inclusion of supporting and opposing evidence in

argumentation, but we are the first to show that argument diagramming benefits citation
relevance and writing about citation validity, important components of scientific

argumentation. Our research also explores ontological variations, which suggests that the
benefits of diagramming may be relatively robust to ontological variation and ontology
specialization may not be necessary or even beneficial.

Regarding whether domain-general or domain-specific ontologies should be used

depends upon the relative importance of various learning objectives. Given that the unique
effects of either diagramming ontology were few and non-significant, a good argument

could be made for using more domain-general ontologies. Such an emphasis would allow
for students to use similar diagramming techniques across courses in various disciplines
(Philosophy, Psychology, Physics, etc.). This would facilitate corroboration of scientific

evidence concerning diagramming and narrow the diversity of diagramming ontologies for
comparison. Validity, however, is a central, deep structural concept in research, and

perhaps the most important aspect of the research activity. Thus, from the perspective of
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writing-to-learn about science, potential improvements in treatment of the validity concept
could be deemed sufficiently important to warrant use of the domain-specific ontology, if

further research indicates the trend-level effects are representative of a stronger

relationship. More research is needed before this position can be advocated for with
confidence.

2.4.3 Caveats
This study did not utilize a strict experimental design (three iterations with three different

cohorts), meaning that cohort effects are possible alternative explanations for the condition
differences. However, we attempted to control for this by ensuring that all three cohorts

were similar in GPA and other academic characteristics, and we used a variety of teaching

fellows, making it unlikely that differences stemmed from a particularly effective teaching
fellow. Further, the use of multiple teaching fellows shows some robustness of the effects

across a range of qualities/styles of instructional support that are commonly found in these
contexts.

Another important consideration is the intervention’s combination of techniques. In

particular, since the effects of peer review of diagrams or the specific implementation

details of LASAD were inseparable from the effects of a pure diagramming task in this

study, we do not know how much these elements of the intervention are responsible for

the overall effects. Based on their survey responses, however, students did not believe the

peer review process of diagrams to be very helpful to their writing. Only 50% of students in

the domain-specific group found peer feedback comments helpful to the task, and only 20%
of those students found peer feedback ratings helpful. Further, LASAD is similar to many
other tools for diagramming at a basic structural level. Thus it is unlikely that other
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elements or factors played a large role in the writing gains seen here beyond the core
diagram structures themselves.

2.5 CONCLUSIONS

The use of argument diagramming in education has been supported by previous research
in this area (Griffin et al., 1995; Harrell, 2013; Nussbaum et al., 2007; Lynch et al., 2014;

Lynch, 2014), but this study presents the first attempt to rigorously study differences in
diagramming ontology, in this case, the difference between a domain-general versus a

domain (psychology)-specific ontology. Our results support prior findings (Griffin et al.,

1995; Harrell, 2013; Nussbaum et al., 2007) that any kind of diagramming activity can be
helpful for writing – science writing in particular. Both of the studied ontologies helped

students to include more relevant citations in their papers and include evidence opposing
their hypotheses. The data also indicate that these effects are relatively robust across

ontology changes, but that some benefits (writing about validity, inclusion of supporting
citations) may be sensitive to ontology.

Potential differences in effects between the two ontology types may be explained by

the level of writing issues, where high-level issues (relevance, support, opposition) can be
identified using any spatial representation, but that lower-level issues (e.g. writing about

the validity of citations) may be more easily identified with a domain-specific diagramming

ontology. Alternatively or additionally, the difference may be explained by the relative

difficulty of writing issues. Citation relevance and the inclusion of support and opposition
may be easier for students to grasp, so any ontology facilitates their improvement; while

writing about citation validity is harder to deal with so students may benefit from the extra

scaffolding of a domain-specific ontology in order to improve them. Additional research in
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this area will help determine which explanation is stronger, and what other benefits
argument diagramming may elicit for students.
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3.0 EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE FOR DIAGRAMMING BENEFITS IN SCIENCE WRITING

3.1 INTRODUCTION
Researchers have been studying the affordances of different representation formats for

problem solving and learning for nearly half a century (Mandler & Ritchey, 1977; Paivio
1986; Shepard, 1967; Standing, 1973). Spatial representations have specifically been

studied as important external tools that afford benefits to reasoning and problem-solving

(Cheng, 1992; Cheng & Simon, 1992; Larkin & Simon, 1987; Novick, 2000; Trafton, Trickett,
& Farilee, 2005). Argument Diagrams, as one form of spatial representation, have been

employed as instructional tools in education with substantial empirical support from a
growing body of research.

Argument diagrams visually represent arguments by breaking them down into

component parts and their relationships, based on an ‘ontology’, or system of organization.

In the case of science writing, for example, these might be a hypothesis, various study

findings, and counterarguments (see Figure 6). Argument diagrams have been shown to
facilitate student learning and retention across a variety of domains. In social studies,

students who diagrammed novel learning material retained the information better than

their classmates who did not diagram (Griffin, Malone, & Kameenui, 1995). Multiple studies
have indicated the robustness of argument diagramming for improving students’ ability to
critically analyze arguments (Dwyer, Hogan, & Stewart, 2012; Harrell, 2008; 2011; 2012;
2013) and to generate them (Harrell, 2013). Such diagramming also shows potential for
helping students write argumentative essays across various disciplines (Chryssafidou,

2002; 2014, an important task that is a source of struggle for many students (Andrews,
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1995; Andrews & Mitchell, 2001; Hahn & Oaksford, 2012; Kuhn, 2013).
Figure 6: Simplified representation of argument diagram ontology

Learning to argue requires not only the acquisition of cognitive skills (e.g., inference

rules in a domain), but also the internalization of social, epistemological, and metacognitive
dimensions necessary for effective evaluation and production of argument (Kuhn, Zillmer,
Crowell, & Zavala, 2013). Traditional instruction for argumentative writing tends to focus

students on how to explain their argument persuasively to others, but does not necessarily
teach them how to create an initial hypothesis or thesis (Andrews, 1995; Andrews &
Mitchell, 2001; Oostdam, de Glopper, & Eiting, 1994; Oostdam & Emelot, 1991).

Argumentative writing in science takes a number of form. One form relates to

organizing the results of a study towards a conclusion (i.e., writing the results and

discussion sections of a paper). While complex, this aspect of writing tends to be more
manageable in that the discovery of a thesis is not usually problematic, and in student
projects the range of evidence to be integrated is relatively small.
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Another aspect of argumentative writing that is less well-studied is arguing for the

need for a study (e.g. writing the introduction to a research report). This form of
argumentative writing poses unique challenges for students (Osborne, Simon,

Christodoulou, Howell-Richardson, & Richardson, 2013). They need to grasp a large body
of conceptual, procedural, and epistemic knowledge and be able to integrate complex

scientific evidence into a coherent argument. For example, an individual research paper

can present a range of findings—some may support a theory while others contradict it, and
others may be irrelevant to the student’s argument. This is made more difficult by science
instruction that obscures the argumentative, ambiguous nature of interpreting scientific

evidence (Gray & Kang, 2012). Further, different papers may use different methodologies
that each have varying kinds of threats to validity. Recent efforts to integrate

argumentation into science instruction may make the task easier, but this integration does
not happen naturally (Osborne et al., 2013).

Interestingly, introductions to research papers have a central feature that makes

their argument structure unique. In contrast to typical dialogic argumentation, where

multiple competing perspectives may be explored but the end goal is resolution in favor of
one perspective, research paper introductions seek to clarify an open question for which

there is supporting evidence but the prior evidence is insufficient. That is, the writer must
present a convincing argument in favor of their hypothesis, but also leave enough

ambiguity that the issue still appears worthwhile to test. A prior investigation in the case of
research psychology found that explicit writing about hypothesis ‘risk’ is a very common

feature of published articles. This risk can be established by noting a gap in situations that
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had been studied previously, flaws in the evidence that had been previously collected, or
contradictions in prior findings (Barstow et al., 2015).

Importantly, explicit writing about hypothesis risk in research paper introductions

is also commonly missing in student work (Barstow et al., 2015). In general, this way of

conceptualizing and structuring introductions is not typically taught in research methods
classes. Further, given its inherent complexities (discussed below), students will likely

need support to address it properly. Argument diagramming is one way of providing that

support and explicitly structuring science writing as argument. At the basic level, students
may fail to include strong support for their hypothesis (Schwarz, Neuman, Gil, & Ilya,

2003), while at more intermediate levels, students may fail to include any reason to doubt
their tested hypothesis (i.e., fail to note possible counter-evidence) (Nussbaum & Schraw,
2007). Failure to consider alternatives has sometimes been considered a skill deficit

(Crowell & Kuhn, 2014; Kuhn, Hemberger, & Khait, 2015), but failures to write about

alternatives might also stem from being overwhelmed by the tasks of managing all the

arguments that are for and against (Sweller, 1994). Such an overload seems likely when

each piece of evidence is itself complex, as is typically the case in science. Finally, students
may include evidence for and against, but fail to find a resolution to these conflicts to
provide a satisfactory proposed hypothesis.

In other cases where researchers are interested in writing in science, they have

developed and applied various frameworks to define and structure the nature of science, as
well as the process of writing it. One example, the Science Writing Heuristic (Keys, Hand,
Prain, & Collins, 1999; Hand, Prain, & Wallace, 2002; Hand, Wallace, & Yang, 2004; van
Amelsvoort, Andriessen, & Kanselaar, 2007), provides scaffolds (templates) for both
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students and instructors that structure students’ scientific thinking as a series of questions
(e.g. “How do I know? Why am I making these claims? How do my ideas compare with

other ideas?”). Although this and other conceptualizations may address hypothesis risk and
related concepts indirectly, we have chosen to frame the process of science in this study to
directly address these important issues.

We have conceptualized the primary challenges specific to writing strong

introductions in psychology research (and likely behavioral science more generally) as

framed around three components: Hypothesis risk, or the demonstration of uncertainty;

citation relevance, the applicability of cited studies to an author’s hypothesis; and citation
validity, the strength of evidence presented in cited studies. Achieving appropriate risk in

student introductions is our goal, and relevance and validity are two powerful components
for managing and addressing hypothesis risk. One way that authors in published

psychology research tend to argue in support of assertions of risk is through uncertainty—
when limited prior research leaves open questions in the field (Barstow et al., 2015).

Uncertainty can be understood as a problem of relevance, where no studies are relevant
enough to the given hypothesis, or as a problem of validity, where there are relevant

studies but none executed rigorously enough to be definitive. The other common way that
authors in psychology address hypothesis risk is through opposition, where multiple

studies in a given area have produced conflicting evidence (Barstow et al., 2015). This is a
validity problem, where no one study has been performed carefully enough to promote
consensus among researchers. Although there is evidence for student difficulties in

successfully navigating these facets of argumentation in research writing, no research has
yet directly studied how we may help novice and intermediate writers skillfully address
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these components in their arguments. The current study tests the extent to which
argument diagramming can help students manage these difficult concepts.

What are the mechanisms by which diagramming could support these skills? There

are two core elements in argument diagrams: spatial, in which information is embedded in
the structure of the diagram, and textual, in which information is presented in the content
of the diagram nodes or links. Diagrams are thus a hybrid representation in which each
aspect may be involved in improving argumentative writing.

The spatial layout will likely enable students to gain a better understanding of

hypothesis risk by indicating the existence of evidentiary relationships between studies

and hypotheses, and whether the links are supporting or opposing. It will also help them
balance evidence (in the case of mixed evidence); balance, as an inherently a spatial
metaphor, could be well supported by diagrams.

The textual element of diagrams allows students to ‘zoom in’ to their argument and

access critical summary information to judge the strengths and weaknesses of each piece of
evidence. We expect this aspect to be particularly helpful for understanding the relevance

and validity of their cited studies. Relevance involves thinking about the semantic overlap
between the hypothesis and the studies being cited. Validity involves thinking about the

semantic content of the studies being cited with respect to the claims being hypothesized.
Such semantic judgments inherently involve use of text; it is not clear how such content
could be represented spatially.

It is possible to support students with separate spatial and text representations (e.g.

an outline and a diagram) for these two different types of content, but having them

combined in a hybrid tool allows students to easily integrate information from both
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representations into a cohesive understanding and argument. Indeed, the relative strengths
of support and critique being judged in spatial structure depend upon being able to first
judge the relevance and validity of each component.

Although conceptually there is a good match between the needs of students in

writing research introductions and the affordances of argument diagrams, the research
support for such benefits is still preliminary. One study found the quality of college

students’ argument diagrams was correlated with the quality of the research paper

introductions that students later produced (Lynch, Ashley, & Chi, 2014; Lynch, 2014). But it
is unclear from this study whether the diagrams improved writing, or whether

misconceptions revealed by students’ diagrams were also manifest in the students’ writing.
Another complication is that all argument diagramming tools and frameworks are

not likely equal in their effectiveness for supporting students. Prior studies in this area
have typically employed domain-general Toulmin (1958)-style models (e.g. Stegmann,

Wecker, Weinberger, & Fischer, 2012; Stegmann, Weinberger, & Fischer, 2007; Harrell,

2013) that likely lend themselves to cross-domain transfer. For this study we will employ a

psychology-specific ontology to target and support more nuanced concepts in the domain.
The similar prior work on argument diagramming for psychology introductions by

Barstow et al. (2015) had other limitations. First, students in the diagramming condition

also did peer reviews of the diagrams, and it is possible it was the peer review rather than
the diagrams that was important. Peer review allows students to consider alternative

perspectives in evaluating the relative strength of arguments presented by others. The

current study removes peer review of diagrams from the intervention. Second, the current
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study improves on experimental design from the aforementioned study, with a single
cohort population randomized to condition by classroom.

In sum, for this study, we examine introductions to APA-style research papers in

psychology created by students in a research methods course. Students were randomly

assigned to have either diagramming support or no support (beyond what the course offers
to all students). Our hypotheses are as follows:

1) Students given diagramming support will be more likely to explicitly address
hypothesis risk in their introductions than students given no support

2) Students given diagramming support will write more about the relevance of
cited studies than those given no support

3) Students given diagramming support will write more about the validity of cited
studies than those given no support

3.2 METHODS

3.2.1 Participants
Participants consisted of 182 students enrolled in a multiple sections of a Research

Methods in Psychology course at a large public university. Seventeen students did not
complete the paper assignment, which reduced the final sample to 165 students. The

formal course components consisted of 2.5 lecture hours (focused on theoretical issues in
psychology research) and 3 lab hours (focused on practicing basic skills related to

observational and experimental research) per week. The intervention was implemented in
the lab. Participants were recruited into the experiment by their teaching fellow (TF).
Seven TFs signed up for the experiment and were then matched into pairs based on
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teaching experience and class characteristics (time of day, day of week). TFs within each

pair were then randomized into either experimental (diagramming) or control conditions.

One TF taught two lab sections and was treated as a within-instructor pair of experimental
and control sections.
3.2.2 Materials

Diagramming is an activity embedded in tools, and there is a reasonable concern that if the
tools we construct are too optimized for one task then they are inaccessible or not useful

for other tasks. For this study, we utilized a readily accessible (i.e. free, easy to learn) tool
so that students could choose to use it again, although this was not monitored. The

accessibility of the tool also enables simpler research on scaling and easier application in
classrooms.

We constructed the diagramming ontology used in this study through extensive

pilot testing and iterative development, beginning with a generic, technologically complex

ontology that evolved into a simpler, psychology-specific ontology. This ontology has been
refined to draw particular attention to issues of relevance, validity, and thus risk in
psychology research.

Students constructed argument diagrams in a free, web-based, open-ended

application called Draw.IO 3. This diagramming tool was chosen for its relative simplicity

and accessibility, which make it an ideal choice for classroom application, and possible
transfer to use in later courses.

Since students were encouraged to have two hypotheses that are being tested in

their experiment, students were instructed to include the following elements in their
3

https://www.draw.io/
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diagrams: two hypotheses, citations of relevance to each hypothesis organized as either

supporting and opposing study citations, and counterarguments for any opposing evidence
to a proposed hypothesis. These guidelines were presented to students along with a
diagram template (see Figure 7), which contained nodes of each type and basic

descriptions of the core information to include in each node type. Students were instructed

to duplicate these template node types as often as needed, fill out the contents, and connect
the completed nodes to one another. Multiple finding nodes were included in the template
to emphasize that each hypothesis should be connected to multiple findings in the
literature.
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Figure 7: Argument diagram template

In the example diagram shown in Figure 8, the author proposes a study on college

students learning Swahili words. They hypothesize that students who ‘drop’ individual
flashcards once well-learned will correctly translate more words on a later test than

students forced to always study all of the flashcards. This hypothesis is supported by Study

Finding #4, where dropping flashcards resulted in improved speed rather than accuracy as
a dependent variable. However, it is opposed by Study Finding #3 where separating a
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larger deck of flashcards into four smaller decks resulted in poorer memory for word
definitions.

Figure 8: Filled diagram from introductory demo activity

If students could not locate opposing evidence to their hypothesis, they were

instructed to demonstrate hypothesis risk in other ways (i.e. through insufficient data,

validity issues with prior studies). For example in Figure 9, the author demonstrates risk by
noting a gap in existing knowledge regarding the bystander effect in low-risk situations.

For each study cited in their diagram, students were instructed to record the APA-

style citation, population tested, situation (tested variables and context), conclusion

(findings), validity (e.g. experimental), and the relevance of the evidence to a student’s
hypothesis(es) (See Figure 9).

On the basis of the information included in the hypothesis and study nodes, students

were asked to categorize each study as slightly, partially, or highly relevant to the linked
hypothesis, and were encouraged to justify their choice. For example, the author of the

diagram in Figure 8 rated Study Finding #4 as partially relevant because the cited study
dealt with a high-risk situation versus the author’s proposed low-risk context. Students
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also labeled the connection between a study and a hypothesis as either opposing or
supporting evidence.

Figure 9: Actual subset of student diagram created in Draw.IO

3.2.3 Measures
Risk coding scheme. All research paper introductions were coded for risk using a coding
scheme validated through coding the treatment of risk in the introduction sections of

journal articles in psychology (Barstow et al., 2015). We focused on the two categories that
commonly occur in psychology: risk through uncertainty and risk through opposition:

Risk through uncertainty (RU) occurs when the author claims that there is only

insufficient or problematic evidence for his/her hypothesis(es) in the literature. E.g., “First,
although the effect of fluency on a variety of judgments has been well documented, it is
unknown whether fluency can influence two different attributes at once” (Westerman,
Lanska, & Olds, 2014).

Risk through opposition (RO) occurs when the author claims that there is both

supporting and opposing evidence for his/her hypothesis(es) in the literature. E.g., “While
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there is strong evidence for such a process of combination, there has been some debate as
to when metric and categorical cues are combined…” (Holden, Newcombe, & Shipley,
2014).

Using these definitions, we coded the introductions of each student paper by

annotating individual sentences that addressed risk, and coded each article based on the
types of risk addressed, regardless of the number of instances. For example, if an article

had four sentences tagged as RU and one as RO, that article would be tagged as [RU, RO]. In
other words, one instance of a risk type was sufficient to be considered. The introductions
were first coded by an expert and a subset of these (n=25) were then double-coded by a
second coder (κ=.91).

Relevance & validity coding scheme. A subsample of student papers (102 sampled

in a stratified way across sections) were then coded at greater depth for relevance and
validity of each citation using an iteratively developed coding scheme.

Relevance coding was separated into categorical coding dimensions, in which raw

characteristics of a study are discussed, and comparison coding dimensions, in which a

student directly compared studies on the basis of these characteristics (although explicit
reference to them was not necessary). Validity coding also involved categorical coding

dimensions, but as a second type of code involved evaluative coding, in which a student
makes a judgment about the validity of a study.

Categorical coding of relevance included population (e.g., “College students”) and

context (e.g., “a busy street”). Comparison coding of relevance involved noting instances in
which the author discusses similarities and/or differences between the cited study and
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their own proposed study. These comparisons needed to be based on study characteristics
rather than study findings.

Categorical coding of validity the common factors influencing validity in psychology

research that were also discussed explicitly in the lecture portions and associated textbook:
sample size (e.g., “145 participants”), experimental design (e.g., “a meta-analytic review of
social psychological literature…”), and confounds (e.g., “The authors looked at sign color
and compliance but used two different locations for the signs.”). Evaluative coding of

validity was defined as an evaluation of the scientific rigor of a study (e.g., “But, this was
just a correlational study”).

Two coders were trained on 20 student papers to establish agreement before coding

the full set. Kappa was calculated based on 8 possible codes for each coder: population,

context, comparison, sample size, experimental design, confound, evaluation, and null (no

code), k=.40. Disagreements between coders were resolved on a weekly basis by an expert
and most commonly took the form of one coder marking text and the other not marking it

at all (code/blank). When this type of disagreement is removed from the reliability
analysis, the reliability was quite high, k=.79.

3.2.4 Procedures

Students in the experimental lab sections were first given a 5-minute lecture explaining

hypothesis risk. This lecture communicated ‘appropriate risk’ as a balance between

insufficient risk, in which case conducting a study would be redundant, and excessive risk,

in which case conducting a study would be unlikely to work. The lecture also conveyed the
importance of relying on valid and relevant research in locating strong support for one’s
hypothesis. Afterwards, these students completed a brief training activity
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in which they were given printouts for three argument diagrams and were tasked to work
in pairs to choose which diagram described a hypothesis that was too risky (insufficient
supporting evidence), which was too ‘safe’ (only supporting evidence), and which

demonstrated an appropriate level of risk (some supporting and some opposing evidence).
In a later class, students were introduced to the diagramming software through a

practice activity in which students worked in pairs to diagram a short scientific paper given
to them by their instructor. The paper was selected to be short and involve a mixture of

supporting and opposing findings. The practice task was not graded, and the TF showed an
accurate diagram at the end of the activity.

Finally, students were instructed to construct an argument diagram for an

observational experiment they would later conduct; this diagram was turned into the TF

for grading and feedback. Students were told in advance that the diagram would help them
write the introduction to the paper.

The paper assignment for both conditions included an abstract, introduction,

methods, results, and discussion. Students were asked to include at least five peer-

reviewed references in their introduction (two of which were provided by the instructor)
and two hypotheses, and to discuss and explain at least one study or theoretical position
that conflicted with their hypotheses.

Students also completed a second paper assignment that was nearly identical to the

first, except that: 1) the study involved a factorial design experiment, rather than

observational study, and 2) students worked on the paper in dyads. These dyads were

within-lab section so it is highly unlikely that any cross-contamination occurred between

paper 1 and paper 2. Collecting data from this second assignment was not included in the
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original experimental protocol, but early results from paper 1 spurred our interest in

possible temporal transfer effects. After the end of the semester, we were able to collect

papers from the two lab sections taught by the same TF (n=25 papers) and these papers
were coded for risk using the protocol outlined above.
3.3 RESULTS

For all of the analyses, we used α=.05, and Cohen’s d is used to indicate effect sizes. Given
the relatively small number of students per section and the relatively small number of

sections, formal nested regressions that directly account for nesting of students within
sections would have been underpowered. However, data patterns were examined by

matched pairs of sections to insure the same pattern generally held across the data, rather
than being driven by just one section.

Hypothesis Risk. In the control sections, 37% of students addressed risk in at least

one form compared to 62% of students in the diagramming condition. Figure 10 shows the
proportions of papers in each condition including each form of risk, any form of risk, and

multiple forms of risk. A χ2 test of independence revealed that students in the diagramming
condition were more likely to write about risk through uncertainty, χ2(1, n=165)=10.2,

p=.001 (d=0.51), risk through opposition χ2(1, n=165) = 6.2, p=.01 (d=0.52), any form of
risk, χ2(1, n=165)=14.6, p<.001 (d=0.62), and multiple forms of risk χ2(1, n=165)=8.6,

p=.003 (d=0.47) than students in the control condition. Only some of these results held

when examined for only the two within-instructor lab sections, showing more writing
about any risk, χ2 (1, n=42)=8.8, p<.001, (d=1.02) and more writing about RU, χ2 (1,

n=42)=4.8, p=.03, (d=0.71) in the diagramming condition, but no significant difference
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across conditions in writing about RO, χ 2(1, n=42)=0.8, p=.37 (d=0.28), or combinations of
risk types χ2(1, n=42)=0.5, p=.49, (d=0.21).

On paper 2, 50% of students in the control sections addressed risk in at least one

form compared to 77% of students in the diagramming condition (See Figure 11). A χ2 test

of independence applied to the two lab sections revealed a trend-level difference in which
students in the diagramming condition were more likely to write about risk through

opposition, χ2(1, n=25)=3.4, p=.07 (d=0.79) and multiple forms of risk, χ2(1, n=25)=3.1,

p=.08 (d=0.75); but not more likely to write about any risk, χ2(1, n=25)=2.0, p=.16 (d=0.59),

or risk through uncertainty, χ2(1, n=25)=.5, p=.47 (d=.29). Given the relatively low power of

this analysis, the trend-level effects are encouraging, although not conclusive.

Figure 10: Proportion of student papers addressing any risk (Any), risk through uncertainty, risk through
opposition, and a combination of risk types with SE bars
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Figure 11: Proportion of student papers addressing any risk, risk through uncertainty, risk through opposition,
and a combination of risk types on paper 2 with SE bars

Relevance and Validity. Students in the diagramming condition wrote significantly

more about the relevance and validity of citations than those in the control condition on all

seven dimensions. T-tests revealed that all of these differences are significant (see Table 4).
There was no significant difference in the mean number of citations per paper across the
two conditions. The mean difference across conditions is largest for writing about the

context of cited studies (1.1 instances) and smallest for writing about evaluations of the
validity of cited studies (.3 instances) (See Figure 12).

As with hypothesis risk, some but not all of these results held when examined for

the within-instructor sample. Students in the diagramming condition wrote more about
population, t(40)=3.1, p=.003, d=.98, context, t(40)=5.6, p<.001, d=1.77, comparisons,

t(40)=2.4, p=.02, d=.75, and validity evaluations, t(40)=2.1, p=.048, d=.66 than those in the
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control condition. However, there was no difference in this sample for writing about
sample size, experimental design, or confounds.

Table 3: T-tests comparing writing about relevance and validity across conditions

T tests for all by condition

Confidence
Interval

t
Population
Context
Comparison
Sample size
Exp. Design
Confounds
Evaluation
Citations

df

sig.

Mean Difference

d

Lower

Upper

-2.6 136.5

.01

-0.54

0.44

-0.94

-0.13

-3.0 134.5

.00

-0.57

0.52

-0.95

-0.19

-0.53

0.37

-5.1 134.9
-2.4 130.1
-2.3 151.1
-3.5

92.4

0.7

152.0

-2.7 107.8

.00

-1.12

.02

-0.39

.03
.00

-0.51

.01

-0.30

.47

0.20
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0.88
0.42
0.73
0.52
0.11

-1.55
-0.71
-1.00
-0.80
-0.52
-0.34

-0.68
-0.07
-0.06
-0.22
-0.08
0.74

Figure 12: Writing about relevance and validity separated by subcomponent on paper 1 with SE bars

3.4 DISCUSSION
Introductions to research papers are deceptively difficult to write because of the

complexity of the structure that must be created in organizing the prior literature and

because of the complexity of embedded research concepts that must be used in creating a
sensible organization. One key element that connects the challenges of organization to

complexity of the underlying concepts is hypothesis risk. Hypothesis risk is essential to the
conduct of research: replications of settled science are not considered useful and yet there
should be some prior theoretical or empirical support for a hypothesis as well. In

psychological research, authors use it to explicitly demonstrate the need for a study or even
a larger project to be conducted in relation to existing research and gaps in scientific
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understanding (Barstow et al., 2015). Discussing the relevance and validity of cited studies

in a research paper introduction are common, powerful ways of addressing hypothesis risk.
An author can note through relevance that there is a shortage of experiments in a given

research area, which suggests the need for the author’s study, or note through validity that
there are relevant but underpowered studies that have produced inconclusive results,
which also demonstrates the scientific utility of the author’s proposed study.

Yet relevance and validity are themselves abstract and difficult concepts to grasp

(Chalmers, Hedges, & Cooper, 2002; Cooper, 1982; 1998;). This study was designed to
support novice scientists in applying the concepts of relevance and validity, and thus

hypothesis risk, to their research paper introductions. Applying the underlying concepts of

relevance and validity to the research literature was scaffolded through the node content in
the diagrams. Appropriately evaluating risk was scaffolded through diagram structure.

Therefore, effects of diagramming were expected on the amount of writing about relevance,
validity, and risk. Statistically significant effects were found for all three.

For writing about different kinds of relevance, the largest effect was for context

comparisons, in which a student may note, for example, that a cited study looked at the

bystander effect in person, where instead their study is examining the effect in an online

environment. Writing about all aspects of relevance was higher in the diagram condition,

but some of the other components had smaller effects sizes. For writing about kinds of

validity issues, there were effects of diagramming on all kinds, but of difference sizes. The

largest effect was for experimental design, in which a student describes the basic structure
of a study (e.g. experimental, correlational). The variation across the different components
of relevance and validity can most likely be explained through differences in frequency, or
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applicability, and difficulty. For example, context comparisons are an easily accessible

feature of studies, require little reasoning, and are frequently appropriate, as we would

expect every published study to both describe the context it was conducted in and involve
some kind of context difference. Experimental design is likely similar, where it requires

little to no reasoning to extract and should be described clearly in any published study. On

the other end of the spectrum (i.e. the smallest effect) was the evaluation dimension, which
had the smallest effect across all dimensions across relevance and validity. Opportunities
for evaluations are both rare (i.e. not every study will have notable confounds or power

issues), and difficult (discovering validity issues requires a higher amount of reasoning and
scientific understanding).

We may understand our findings related to hypothesis risk in a similar way. The

intervention had its largest effect for risk addressed through uncertainty, in which, for

example, a student makes an appeal to scientific ignorance in a particular area, that there

has not been any or enough research conducted in their topic of interest to be conclusive.
This is both a relatively accessible appeal (one can imagine a near-infinite number of
unexplored research areas) and an easy one because the area a particular study is

grounded in is generally made quite clear. Opposition, in contrast, is both more rare (topics
with highly conflicted findings are limited), and more difficult (i.e. it requires a deep and
nuanced understanding of multiple related articles). Indeed, even published papers in

psychology address risk more frequently through uncertainty than through opposition
(Barstow et al. 2015).

Overall, this study provides novel evidence from a randomized and controlled

experiment that spatial representations (i.e. diagrams) can help novices in science better
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apply the concept of hypothesis risk to their research paper introductions. Building on

prior work examining other effects of argument diagramming (Chryssafidou, 2014; Harrell,
2013; Nussbaum & Schraw, 2007;), this study provides further evidence that the utility of

argument diagramming for improving some aspects of writing is robust across ontologies,
especially because this ontology highly differs from conventional frameworks previously

studied like those based on Toulmin’s (1958) discipline-specific framework of argument.

Argument diagramming frameworks have greatly varied in complexity and content

across the literature (Chryssafidou, 2014Griffin, Malone, & Kameenui, 1995; Harrell; 2013;
Ozmen, 2011). Here we tested the benefits of a disciplinary-specific framework that

prompts students for highly specific contents, and does not directly represent the rules of
inference. We moved to this approach through iterative testing and refinement in our

tested context: less disciplinary specific diagrams left too much unprompted for students to
complete and produced diagrams that were too large to be useful in writing. But this may

reflect the nature of introductions in psychology research, in which many papers, often not

very closely related to the experimental situation at hand, must be reviewed. In other areas
in which introductions cover more theory and less experimental work, a different kind of
diagramming structure may be more relevant. Alternatively, if the goal is to improve

writing experimental introductions in science more generally, rather than in psychology

specifically (e.g., in a K-12 context), then a more general diagramming approach could be
better.

The current study also uniquely broke down elements of writing in psychology

about risk into key, discipline-specific components and shows that these individual

components all benefit from the support of structured argument diagramming. Past
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research on computer-based tools for supporting problem-based learning (e.g., Quintana et

al., 2004; White & Frederiksen, 1998) has suggested that students need additional supports
and scaffolds to manage the complexity embedded into complex inquiry tasks. Here we

explored a simple tool that could be added into a wide variety of instructional situations

(e.g., in-class activity or homework assignment worksheets for highly structured or very

open-ended inquiry projects), but focuses on particular issues in a relatively psychology-

specific framework that attends to particular writing challenges in psychology research.
At a more nuanced level, our findings suggest that some elements of relevance,

validity, and hypothesis risk may be more difficult than others for students to address, and
that perhaps additional scaffolding could be built into a diagram ontology or an

intervention to further support students in understanding and applying these concepts. For
example, assignments could be created that involve reasoning about given studies and

hypotheses that necessarily involve rarer and more difficult issues in relevance, validity,
and risk.

There are limitations to the conclusions one can draw from this study, related to

both our methods and analysis. For example, the inter-coder reliability of the detailed

content of student papers was not ideal. However, this should not be of great concern to the
conclusions drawn here because additional measurement noise reduces study power and
yet statistically significant effects were still found. The primary issue in coding these

elements is that student writing is often brief and informal, and thus it is not always clear
what students intended to say.

Another potential issue relates to the operationalization of relevance and validity as

the presence of reasoning about those topics rather than the accuracy of what was said
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(e.g., coding the presence of comments about correlational designs rather than checking
whether the described study actually had validity problems). Thus, the current findings

point more directly to an increased tendency to write explicitly about those topics rather
than an increased ability to correctly assess validity in other research or correctly

categorize the relevance of prior research to the current student. The point of these

argument diagrams was to prompt thinking and inclusion of these concepts in writing, and
did not directly provide instruction on these concepts. Thus, the operalization of the

outcome measures appropriately matched the nature of the intervention. However, it
remains an open question as to whether students also improved the quality of their

reasoning about validity and relevance or were generally less likely to cite studies of low
relevance to their hypotheses.

The complex nature of the tested diagram ontology as a hybrid representation

(combining textual and spatial elements) makes it difficult at this point to separate the

effects of diagram structure vs. node contents or understand the possible synergy between
them. Given the contents of each and the posited mechanisms by which they influence the
different studied aspects of writing, it is likely that both node contents and diagram
structure were important.

It is encouraging that some differences between the experimental groups were

present on the second paper in the course after a significant time delay — transfer in this

domain has been under-discussed and rarely found. Although the differences only trended

towards statistical significance, the effect sizes were moderate and point to power issues as
the likely cause. Using a free, highly accessible diagramming tool for this study enables

students to use the tool at their will—which, while practically beneficial—means that we
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are unable to determine whether differences on the second assignment represent a glimpse
at true temporal transfer or if students actually revisited the tool. Student use of the tool
was not measured outside the context of the first paper, where it was required. It is also

unclear what the cognitive mechanism of transfer would be in this domain. Students may

be improving their conceptual knowledge of different facets of argumentation (e.g. citation

relevance), internalizing better structural and organizational knowledge of argumentation,
or perhaps a combination of these and other improvements. Further research on transfer
from diagramming activities could elucidate the relevant mechanisms at play.
3.5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In future work, it would be interesting to determine what other elements of scientific
writing and argumentation might be supported by this type of tool and ontology.

Hypothesis risk, relevance, and validity, although important, do not constitute all of the

components useful in constructing strong scientific arguments. To better understand the

unique contributions of different elements of our ontology, content in students’ diagrams

could be compared directly to their writing. For example, one might compare the amount of
text written about validity in a student’s diagram to the amount present in their paper
introduction.

In conclusion, the current study provides novel experimental evidence for the

beneficial effects of argument diagramming activities on undergraduate students’ writing
in psychology. It also adds evidence to a growing literature on the robust benefits of

diagramming and use of spatial representations in general in a variety of domains and

applications, educational and professional. This study also introduces an operationalization
of key components for writing in psychology and potentially science in general. These
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conceptualizations may lay the groundwork for additional fine-level analyses of science
writing and provide a foundation for improving our theoretical understanding of the

implicit and explicit components of scientific discourse. Finally, this work presents limited
but exciting evidence for the transfer of diagramming benefits over time.
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS
Together these two studies present a strong argument for the benefits of argument

diagramming for improving research writing in psychology. In the first study, argument

diagramming is shown to improve the relevance and validity of citations in student paper
introductions, but does not address whether students are able to more effectively

communicate the nature of these cited studies. The second study improves upon this by

examining relevance and validity through student writing about these concepts, providing
insight into their understanding and thought process in the literature review task.

Additionally, the first study studies diagramming across three separate cohorts not

randomized to condition, inviting the possibility of cohort effects. The second study boasts
a tighter design—one cohort with a large sample of matched classrooms, randomly
assigned to condition within pairs.

In both studies, argument diagramming is shown to help students bring in and write

about evidence more relevant to their hypothesis, and also helps them to address

hypothesis risk in different forms. In study one diagramming did not help students bring in
more valid evidence, but in study one diagramming helps students to write more about the
validity of their citations. This may be because writing about the nuances of scientific

evidence represents an easier, foundational step towards selecting stronger evidence.

Relevance, as we have conceptualized it here, should require less reasoning skills to access
(i.e. explicitly addressed) when compared with validity (implicitly addressed), which may

explain the difference in findings across these two studies. This is further evidenced by the
trend-level effect for validity present in the first study, in that diagramming likely has an
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effect on the actual validity of cited studies as well, albeit a weaker one than that of related
writing.

A notable history of research supports the utility of spatial representations for

supporting reasoning in science for experts (Cheng & Simon, 1992; Larkin & Simon, 1987;

Novick, 2000; Trafton, Trickett, & Farilee, 2005). The present research extends this body of
evidence to show that diagramming can also help support novices in science wrestle with

difficult meta-scientific concepts and their application in science writing. The present work
also indicates that some types of spatial representations may afford unique benefits, and

raises the possibility that the benefits of spatial representations may be maximized if the
ontology used is adapted to the particular task at hand. It remains to be understood how
this specialization impacts cross-domain transfer of learning gains afforded by the
representation.

This research produces a number of new questions to be addressed in future work.

In the second study, some temporal transfer of diagramming benefits was observed.

Although only trend-level effects were found, effect sizes were relatively large and suggest
the need for a study with tighter monitoring protocols and a larger sample size looking

specifically at diagramming and knowledge transfer. The scarcity of transfer discussion in
the existing spatial representation literature only further emphasizes the need for closer

study. Additional analysis of the present data could shed light on the unique contributions
of textual and spatial elements of hybrid representations, which may provide unique

synergistic affordances above either alone. Lastly, neither of the two studies presented

here studied student beliefs, motivations, or learning which may underlie the gains seen in
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writing, encouraging future work to develop a more holistic picture of how this type of
intervention impacts students.
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